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Afternoon.
 1.	Khan Badahur S. AT. Bhutto : As far as Indiani-
sation is concerned, I should like to  know whether
all communities, castes and creeds are represented in
it, or only one small class of one. community ?—The
majority are of the Brahmin class.
 2.	Is it only one small class of one community
which takes advantage of it and monopolises it ?—
Certainly the majority are of the Brahmin class, and
of the Amils in Sind.    That is because they are so
very much advanced in education.
 3.	Was it fair to  stop European recruitment in
Transferred departments altogether until the other
minority communities had their candidates ready to
take a share in the administration ?—You are getting
some of your men in now ;  I do not think it is fair to
say you are getting none in.
For instance, the Irrigation Department, P.W.D., is a most important department ?
 4.	The Chairman :   The Irrigation Department is
not a Transferred department, is it ?—No.
 5.	Khan Badahur S. N. Bhutto :   The P.W.D. is—
one part of it ?—Yes, roads and buildings.
The Chairman :  I thought you said Irrigation.
6.	Khan Badahur S. A*. Bhutto :   If you consider
the figures you will see that apart from European
recruitment about 90 to 95 per cent, of the posts are
monopolised by one particular class ?—Yes, I think
that is so.
 7.	Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:   The same applied in the
subordinate services, more or less—that the services
are more or less monopolised by one particular com
munity ?—That used to be the fact.    I would not
say it was now.
 8.	Statistically speaking, the majority  belong to
one particular community ?—That is so.
 9.	Syed Mir an Muhammad Shah :   What  is   the
percentage fixed for the Mussulman community in
the services ?—I do not think any percentage has
been fixed  for the  Mussulmans  themselves ;    it is
fixed for Brahmins and non-Brahmins.    No definite
percentage, so far as I know, has been fixed for the
Muhammadans.
] 0. What is the reason ?—We are trying to work up to 50-50 for Brahmins and non-Brahmins.
 11.	Have you got the Muhammadans up to 50 per
cent, yet ?—Not yet.    We have had these orders in
force only for the last 7 or 8 years.
 12.	The Chairman :   Would you just explain that
a little further?    You ask what is the percentage
fixed,  and I want to have it  quite clear,  for my
information.    What  does  this  mean,   Mr.  Turner ?
Is there a percentage fixed by somebody ?—Govern
ment have issued orders that in making appointments
every effort should be made to give every chance to
all classes, and in order to encourage the backward
classes heads of offices are requested wherever suitable
candidates are available to  appoint the backward
classes up to 50 per cent.

 13.	Isi that without regard to the respective size
of the different communities ?—I do not think any
effort has been made so far to discriminate between
the different communities.
 14.	I gather for this purpose you would call the
Muhammadans a backward class, backward from the
t     .t of view of education ?—Yes.
 15.	What    others    would    be    included    besides
Muhammadans ?—The    Muhammadans    would    be
classed as what we call intermediate, not backward.
 16.	Then when you say 50 ,per cent, are reserved
for   the  backward   classes,   that  does  not  include
Muhammadans ?—I   meant   50   per   cent   for   the
advanced, and 50 per cent, for the intermediate and
backward.
 17.	I do not quite understand how there can be
60 per cent. 3 times over ?—No.    50 per cent, for the
advanced, and 50 per cent for the intermediate and
backward, taken together.
 18.	It comes to this.    Your notion is that if satis-
 factory candidates are forthcoming, half the total appointments should go to those who are not members of the advanced classes ? — Yes.
 19.	That does mean they should go to a body which
includes the Muhammadans ? — Yes.
 20.	Then I was right when I said that for that
purpose the Muhammadans were regarded as a back
ward class ? — Yes, you can call them that.    There
is a difference between intermediate and backward.
 21.	I am quite content.    It is the general direction
that if possible 50 per cent of the posts shall be re
served tp be filled by persons who belong' either to
the backward or intermediate classes ? — Yes.
2-2. Is that right ?— Yes.
 23.	I want to know how that in fact works out.
Does it in fact work out in that way ? — It is working
out in that way,  I think.    We have just recently
reviewed the effect of the orders, and as far as Govern
ment can find out the orders are being obeyed as far
as suitable candidates are available.
 24.	Within what range of appointments does this
apply ?    I mean, I suppose they are all appointments
made   by   the   Provincial   Government ? — Yes.    It
applies from appointments of Deputy Collector rank
down to the clerks.
 25.	Khan Bahadur S. Ar. Bhutto :   There are two
separate orders, one for Sind and one for the Pre
sidency proper.    In Sind the proportion of Muham
madans is 74 to 76 per cent., but their proportion in
the services is about 4 to 5 per cent., so therefore
there is an  order for Sind that there Mussulmans.
should be given at least 50 per cent., but it remains
on paper yet ? — Yes.
 26.	There is an order in the Presidency applying
to Brahmins and non-Brahmins ? — That is so.
 27.	Dr.  B.  R.  Ambedkar :    This  applies  only  to
clerks' posts, not to the provincial services ? — In the
Provincial Services we sometimes go to even more
than 50 per cent.
 28.	The orders were issued in response to a reso
lution   and  the resolution was confined to  clerks'
posts? — That is right,  but so far as the superior
deputy-collector  rank  goes,   appointments  of  non-
Brahmins are very often in excess of 50 per cent.
 29.	A Member of the Provincial Committee :  I think
the Government always takes a sympathetic attitude
in making appointments so far as non-Brahmins are
concerned in the matter of the Provincial Services ? —
Yes
30.	Can you give me the number during the last
ten years ?— I am afraid I cannot.
 31	Syed   Miran    Muhammad   Shah :     Has   the
Indianisation of the services affected the standard
of efficiency of administration ?— So far Indianisation
of the All-India services has net gone to such an
extent  I think, as to say it has actually led to dete
rioration in efficiency.    The majority of the Indians
are men who have been recently recruited and are
holding subordinate posts only.    They have not yet
risen to the posts of responsibility, where their real
worth will be tried,
 32	Do you make any difference  between those
directly  recruited  and  those  promoted   from   the
ranks ? — In what sense do you mean ?
 33	In the sense of efficiency ?— Using efficiency
in the sense that you want men who know their job,
the T promoted man is the better ;   but if you want a.
higher standard of, shall I call it honour or honesty,
I tMnk possibly the direct recruit may surpass the
SHasinghGou,r: When answenngthe last question you meant time has not elapsed sufficiently to enable you to judge of the measure of inefficiency that is produced by the introduction of communal
sotfact that certain communities have a special aptitude for certain work ? Do not the Muhammadans, for instance, possess a special aptitude

